Isotropic almost complex structures induce a class of Riemannian metrics on tangent bundle of a Riemannian manifold. In this paper the curvature tensors of these metrics will be calculated.
Introduction
Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and π : T M → M be its tangent bundle. Moreover, denote by X h , X v the horizontal and vertical lifts of the vector field X on M . In [2] , Aguilar defined a class of almost complex structures J δ,σ on T M , namely isotropic almost complex structures with definition
for functions α, δ, σ : T M → R which are in relation αδ − σ 2 = 1. He studied the integrability of these structures and proved that there exists an integrable isotropic almost complex structure on the tangent bundle of a Riemannian manifold (M, g) if and only if the sectional curvature of (M, g) is constant.
Also, using the Liouville one-form, he defined a new class of Riemannian metrics g δ,σ which are generalization of Sasaki metric. These metrics for an almost complex structure J δ,σ is defined by
for vector fields X, Y on M .
Curvatures of g δ,0
The following theorem states the formulas of the Levi-Civita connection of g δ,σ .
Theorem 1 Let g δ,σ be a Riemannian metric on T M as before. Then the LeviCivita connection∇ of g δ,σ at (p, u) ∈ T M is given bȳ
Proof. We just prove (5), the remaining ones are similar. Using Koszul formula, we have
Using relations (14), (19) and (28) gives us
Using the properties of the Levi-Civita connection of g, we can get
Taking into account (19) and the Bianchis first identity, we have
is the splitting of the gradient vector field of α with respect to g δ,σ to horizontal and vertical components, respectively. Similarly the vertical component of∇
Using the equation (∇
, the proof will be completed.
Hereafter, we put σ = 0 and represent the metric g δ,0 byḡ and its Levi-Civita connection by∇.
Definition 2 Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and ∇ be the Levi-Civita connection of g. Moreover, let C ∞ M be the set of all smooth functions on M . The differential operator ∆ g :
is called rough Laplacian on functions, where {E 1 , . . . , E n } is a locally orthonormal frame on M and f ∈ C ∞ M .
Note that in some books this operator is defined with a minus sign. Let
n } is a locally orthonormal frame on (TM,ḡ). The Laplacian of α at p is calculated as follow, Lemma 3 Using the above notations ∆ḡα is given by
Proof. Using the definition 2 gives us,
By putting the equations Levi-Civita in the equation (9), we get the result. Let u = u i ∂ ∂x i ∈ TM be any vector in TM . Then the following relations hold for every vector fields
and the following derivatives are given in a computable form by using the two first of above equations,
The curvatures ofḡ can be calculated using the following formulas
for the Riemannian curvature tensor and the Ricci operator, respectively, where
n } represents a locally orthonormal frame for (TM,ḡ) and A, B and C are vector fields on TM .
Theorem 4 Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold andḡ be a Riemannian metric induced by J δ,0 on TM . Denote by ∇ and R the Levi-Civita connection and the Riemannian curvature tensor of (M, g), respectively. Then the Riemannian curvature tensors of (TM,ḡ) are completely determined bȳ
Proof. We only prove the equation (16), the remaining ones are similar. Using curvature formula one gets
From the equality (8) which is the calculated formula for the Levi-Civita connection ofḡ, one can get,
By taking acount (6), (7) and (10) in to (21), one can get,
Using the equation (6) in∇ X h Z h and putting the result in∇ Y v∇ X h Z h gives,
By taking acount (8) in to (23), one can get,
According to the equality (8),∇ (∇X Y ) v Z h can be written as follow,
By putting (22), (24) and (25) in (20) and after some calculations, the result can be achieved.
Theorem 5 Let {E 1 , . . . , E n } be an orthonormal locally frame on M . Then the Ricci operatorQ of∇ is determined bȳ
Proof. We shall give the proof of the equation (26). If X is a vector field on M then from the definitionQ(X h ) we havē
Using (14) and (17) gives us
By setting the expressions
